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Abstract 
A Mutual funds is customarily handled by professionally managed 

investment company which combines the money of many individuals and 

invests the whole pooled money in extensive for different securities. By 

pooling the money which is been invested by the investors  they  will be 

able to provide diversification and money management to the people 

invested in it and it will be a reserved security to those  people in future. 

Mutual Funds issues units to the investors in accordance to the quantum of 

money invested by them. Investors of mutual funds are known as unit 

holders. A Mutual Funds must be registered with SEBI  which regulates 

security markets before it can collect money from the public. This paper 

deals about that how far it will be beneficiary for the retail investors if they 

invests in mutual funds and the professionals will guide them to invest the 

amount in to it. Mutual funds try arduous to wean away the conservative 

Indian capitalist from bank deposits. Mutual funds, over the last decade 

have emerged as a preferred investment possibility, as they provide a good 

array of product aimed toward investors with completely different risk 

appetites and investment objectives. the tiny investors United Nations 

agency usually lack experience to speculate on their own within the 

exchange have strengthened the old chestnut "Put not your trust in cash, 

place your cash in trust'. 
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1. Introduction  

Mutual fund is a mechanism for pooling the resources by providing  units to the 

investors and investment funds in securities in accordance with objectives as 

disclosed in provided document. Investments in securities square measure 

unfold across a 
1
good crosswise of industries and sectors and therefore the 

chance is reduced. Diversification reduces the chance as a result of all stocks 

might not move within the same direction within the same proportion at a 

similar time. open-end fund problems units to the investors in accordance with 

quantum of cash endowed by them. Investors of mutual funds square measure 

referred to as unit holders. The profits or losses square measure shared by the 

investors in proportion to their investments. 
2
The mutual funds unremarkably 

start up with variety of schemes with completely different investment objectives 

that square measure launched from time to time.. The investors profit in terms 

of reduced risk and better returns arising from skilled experience of fund 

managers used by the MFs. In developed monetary markets, MFs have nearly 

overtaken bank deposits and total assets of insurance funds. 

2. Aim of the Study 

● To know about the reason as to why money market mutual funds are 

suitable for investments. 

● To study about investors protection. 

  Hypothesis 

Mutual fund for retail investors and protected in India. 

3. Review of Literature 

Mutual funds allows diversification without relative risk through collection of 

fund from householder (critical analysis on mutual fund in india )(shilpal pal). 

Overview of mutual fund industry in India and the reason for it’s poor 

penetration which includes lack of objectives research (Indian mutual fund 

industry opportunities and challengs) (jayanti R.kale). Foreign fund treands to 

invest more countiouly in small cap and growth stocks (all about fund in 

emerging markets) (Moritz wagner). Exceptions mainly in  Asia Mutual Fund 

explosive in many countries during 1990’s equity funds in Anglo American 

countries and in middle income countries( emerging market review volume 5) 

(Leora klapper). Global financial crisis of 2007 to 2008 highlighted in need to 

reevaluate several well established trends in the world of finance(India 

emerging new financial architecture) (Shankarshan Basu). Mutual fund trust 

that collect money from investor to share a common financial .this can be 

further classified into different categories like mind cap fund ,Sector Fund 

                                                           
1
 https://invescomutualfund.com/docs/default-source/default-document-

library/understanding_mutualfunds.pdf?sfvrsn=2 
2
 https://www.ici.org/pdf/bro_understanding_mfs_p.pdf 
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(understanding Mutual Fund) (Invesco mutual fund). Trade fund American 

investors after turn mutual fund and exchange traded fund to save for retirement 

and other financial goals(mutual fund and ETFS) (sec office of investors 

education). BSNL office behind mutual funds to secure two important benefits 

for small investor (how mutual fund works) (dr.l.c Gupta). Relation between 

stock return on mutual fund flow in India still studies stock returns and fund 

flow stocks together explain as much as 20% of total forecaste error of stock 

return (stock return mutual fund flows and spillover stocks) (paresh Kumar 

nagaragan). The growth of Management industry in India major development 

country market after lower long term return in India (evolution of mutual fund 

growth and performance in India)(Kym brown) 

Research Question 

Whether the mutual fund be safer than other investment in the  market? 

4. Research Methodology  

The present research is descriptive, conclusive. The study was concluded on 

secondary source of data books, articles, journals, e-sources and the relevant 

cases 

 Sources of Study 

Only secondary sources are  referred for this research paper 

Secondary sources are in the form of books and articles 

5. Chapterisation 

This research paper divided into two chapters with and introduction and 

conclusion chapter 1 explain about the what is mutual fund and reason for 

investment  chapter 2 explain the important of protection of mutual fund. 

 CHAPTER-1 
 
 Mutual Fund-What it is? 

A Mutual fund  could be a professionally managed investment company that 

mixes cash of the many people and invests this “pooled” money during a large 

choice of various securities. Its is by pooling cash people that mutual funds 

square measure able to give the diversification and money management that 

were once reserved just for the rich.
3
 

Professional cash managers take this pool of cash and invest it in an 

exceedingly big variety of stocks, bonds, or different securities looking on the 

investment objective, or goal, of the actual fund. it's the investment objective of 

the fund that guides the manager in choosing the varied securities for the fund. 

                                                           
3
 https://www.sec.gov/investor/pubs/sec-guide-to-mutual-funds.pdf 
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it's the investment objective of the investment firm that conjointly guides the 

capitalist on that funds to take a position in. Since completely different 

completely different investors have different objectives, there area unit variety 

of various sorts of mutual funds, i.e., some mutual funds could give monthly 

financial gain whereas others request long capital appreciation. Mutual funds 

may be classified consistent with their investment objective. a number of the 

classifications embody securities industry funds, growth funds, balanced funds, 

financial gain funds, and plenty of others.
4
 

 Reasons as to why Money Market Mutual Funds are Suitable  
 for Investments  

There square measure 3 instances once securities industry mutual funds, 

attributable to their liquidity 

1. Securities industry mutual funds provide a convenient parking place for 

money reserves once associate degree capitalist isn't quite able to create 

associate degree investment or is anticipating a near-term money outlay 

for a non-investment purpose. securities industry mutual funds provide 

final safety and liquidity. This implies that investors can have associate 

degree expected total of money at the terribly moment that they have it. 

2. Associate degree capitalist holding a basket of mutual funds from one 

fund company might sometimes wish to transfer assets from one fund to 

a different. If, however, the capitalist desires to sell a fund before 

preferring another fund to buy, a securities industry fund offered by a 

similar fund company could also be a decent place to park the return of 

sale. Then, at the suitable time, the capitalist might exchange his or her 

securities industry fund holdings for shares of the opposite funds within 

the fund family.  
5
 

3. To learn their purchasers, brokerage companies often use securities 

industry mutual funds to supply money management services. Golf  shot 

a consumer's dormant money into securities industry mutual funds can 

earn the client an additional decimal point (or two) in annual returns on 

top of those attained by alternative attainable investments. 

CHAPTER-2 
SEBI’S Steps for Investors Protection under Mutual Funds  

SEBI has taken many steps to re -energise fund business to extend product 

penetration particularly in smaller cities/towns, regulation of distributors and 

problems regarding capitalist protection, develop a semipermanent policy for 

the property growth of the business and mobilisation of home savings for the 

expansion of the economy and increase home savings through mutual funds. the 

great pointers for registration and supervising of mutual funds square measure 

issued by SEBI by method of SEBI (Mutual Fund) laws, 1996 and circulars 

issued there beneath. The supervising system of mutual funds may be a two-tier 

                                                           
4
 http://shodhganga.inflibnet.ac.in/bitstream/10603/3455/5/05_chapter%201.pdf 

5
 https://www.invesco.com/pdf/GDE-BRO-1.pdf 
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system, i.e., supervising by trustees on one hand and SEBI on the opposite 

hand. Mutual funds square measure needed to sporadically report their 

operations/activities to SEBI and a risk-based approach is followed for periodic 

inspections.
6
 

Every new theme launched by a fund must be filed with SEBI and SEBI 

reviews the document in reference to the disclosures contained in such 

documents.  SEBI has conjointly arranged  down packaging code to be followed 

by a fund in creating any promotion relating to a theme and its performance. 

AMFI-Self restrictive organization-'promoting and protective the interest of 

mutual funds and their unit-holders, increasing public awareness of mutual 

funds, and serving the investors' interest by shaping and maintaining high moral 

and skilled standards within the mutual funds industry'. each fund should be 

registered with SEBI and registration is granted solely wherever SEBI is happy 

with the background of the fund. conjointly SEBI has the authority to examine 

the books of accounts, records and documents of a fund, its trustees, AMC and 

defender wherever it deems it necessary. 
7
 

The SEBI vide a circular six declared the subsequent measures for the 

protection of fund investors:-  

Separate plan for direct investors  

To promote direct investment by the investors in existing and new schemes, the 

SEBI directed mutual funds / plus management firms AMC to supply a separate 

arrange for direct investments with a lower expense quantitative relation. what 

is more, no commission or brokerage is paid from such plans.  

Single plan structure for fund schemes  

To remove inequality in expense structure of various plans, the SEBI directed 

mutual funds / AMCs to launch schemes beneath one arrange, and make sure 

that all new investors square measure subject to one expense structure.  

Cash investments in mutual funds 

In order to boost the reach of investment company product amongst little 

investors United Nations agency might not be tax payers and United Nations 

agency might not have Permanent Account Numbers / bank accounts, the SEBI 

allowable money transactions in investment company schemes to the extent of 

Rs. 20,000 per capitalist per investment company per fiscal year, subject to 

                                                           
6
 

https://www.chase.com/content/dam/chasecom/en/investments/documents/guide_to_mutua

l_fund_investing.pdf 
7
 https://www.sbimf.com/en-

us/pdf/disclosures/sebi_investor_education_programme_investment_in_mutual_funds.pdf 
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compliance with anti-money wash rules and rules.   

Investor education and awareness  

The SEBI directed mutual funds / AMCs to,  annually, set apart a minimum of 2 

basis points on daily web assets at intervals the most limit of total expense 

quantitative relation („TER‟) for capitalist education and awareness initiatives.  

Harmonising relevancy of web quality price   

NAV across schemes The SEBI directed that in respect of purchase of units of 

investment company schemes (other than liquid schemes), the closing NAV of 

the day on that the funds are literally for on the market for employment shall be 

applicable regardless of the time of receipt of application. this is able to apply in 

cases wherever the investment company investments area unit created for AN 

quantity of INR two lakhs or a lot of.  

Disclosure necessities  

The SEBI directed extra revealing necessities concerning portfolio disclosures, 

money result disclosures, etc. on mutual funds/AMCs.  

SEBI  Board meeting   

In order to encourage long run holding and to scale back churn and align the 

interests of the AMCs/ distributors therewith of the investors, it absolutely was 

determined that Inclusion of mis-selling as a 'fraudulent and unfair trade 

practice' in SEBI rules. conjointly there was call concerning fitting within the 

close to way forward for a “Self-Regulatory Organization” for regulation of 

distributors. furthermore extra disclosures like gross inflows, web inflows, 

average assets beneath management, quantitative relation of AUM/ gross 

inflows distributor wise, by the AMCs would even be there. 
8
 

Further to confirm quality public offerings, in still discipline amongst 

issuers/market intermediaries, build the problem method a lot of clear, give 

level enjoying field for all market participants and enhance capitalist 

confidence, the subsequent reforms are approved:- one. to enhance the standard 

of public offerings and enhance capitalist protection, the eligibility criteria for 

the issuers returning through the “profitability route” is being redesigned. Now, 

solely issuers with a minimum average pre-tax operational profit of Rs. fifteen 

large integer are going to be ready to come back through this route. However, 

alternative issuers can still access the capital market through either the SME 

platform or obligatory book building route with magnified QIB participation of 

seventy fifth, as against the prevailing five hundredth. so as to guard the interest 

of investors United Nations agency might not perpetually be in a very position 

                                                           
8
 https://ciel.co.in/uploads/mutual%20funds%20-%20001-151.pdf 
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to assess the risks related to a business model as a result of complexities 

concerned in this and to confirm that solely moderately credible issuers with 

adequate disclosures in their provide documents area unit allowed to access the 

general public issuances route, SEBI are going to be putting in place an area a 

framework for rejection of draft provide documents. SEBI also will place in situ 

necessary framework for quicker clearances of provide documents. this may 

facilitate scale back perennial queries and resultant delays in coping with 

DRHPs by SEBI.  

Extra mechanisms for observation of issue yield are going to be place in situ at 

intervals the extant legal framework.  

To avoid any dishonourable signals to retail investors concerning the extent of 

subscription within the issue, no withdrawal or lowering the scale of bids shall 

be allowable for non-retail investors at any stage.   

The value band along with relevant money data shall be printed at least five 

operating days before gap of the problem, as against the present provision of 

two operating days within the case of IPOs. this may give longer to the market 

to analyse the problem.  

To bring a lot of transparency in capital raising, 'General company Purposes' as 

AN object of the problem wouldn't exceed twenty fifth of the problem size. 

Presently, there's no cap on this item.  

Listed entities shall frame worker profit schemes solely in accordance with 

SEBI (ESOS and ESPS) tips, 1999.  Entities whose schemes don't seem to be in 

conformity with an equivalent would be time to align with the same tips.  

Further, such schemes are going to be restrained from deed their shares from the 

secondary market.  

Court’s Order  

In a case of Subramanian v. SEBI , Sat determined in favour of the investors, 

and command that If a amendment within the term of the set up was found to be 

one that affects the basic attributes of the theme and modifies the interests of the 

unit holders. conjointly if it absolutely was given impact to while not notifying 

the unit holders and providing an exit possibility as come into being in Reg. 

18(15A) of the SEBI (Mutual Funds) rules, 1996. Then the investors here were 

entitled to relief from the Sat on attractiveness though they'd sold  their units 

antecedently so as to chop their losses. Going by this, investors United Nations 

agency
9
 now not hold their investments area unit entitled to relief beneath 

securities farewell as they listed at a loss at the time of the exit despite recovery 

of the securities to a better price later on.   

                                                           
9
 http://www.scmrd.org/Educational%20Brochure%20No.3%20-

%20How%20Mutual%20Funds%20Work.pdf 
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Deepak Parekh Committee – A Step Towards Investors Protection  

In the recent wake of UTI scam the Ministry of Finance counselled the 

formation of such a committee by the govt. to appear into the scam thereby 

leading to complete revival of UTI. The committee according the following:  

1. Investment choices area unit extremely centralized and freelance fund 

management groups don't seem to be in situ. SEBI regulation needs each 

investment company to market an quality Management Company, 

however UTI didn't contemplate this necessary on the bottom that UTI 

doesn't need the promotion of an AMC because it has established quality 

Management committees whose impact is however to be felt. 

2. Of the equity investment associate exceedingly total of 1426 

corporations within the non-public Sector solely eighty one corporations 

show an appreciation.  

3. The quality Management perform at the trust is very centralized.  

On the recommendations of this committee funding from the govt. was claimed 

for the investors who  suffered attributable to UTI scams.  

 How Mutual Funds Proves to be a Protective? 

Mutual funds unfold the risks. The investment choices area unit taken by skilled 

investment bankers. The risks area unit unfold across varied stocks. you'll begin 

investment by selection, on a daily basis, through mutual funds. Of course, the 

returns will not be as high as through direct equity. however you'll get smart 

returns as and once the markets improve. As compared to a private, mutual 

funds will time the investment choices during a explicit stock higher. Secondly, 

you are doing not ought to deal Brobdingnagian sums of cash to buy stocks. 

With a tiny low quantity, you'll diversify your portfolio and risk. it's to be noted 

that because the stock markets enter a rough section, values of units of mutual 

funds conjointly go down. So, mutual funds also are offered at enticing NAVs. 

Once the stock markets improve, the NAVs of the mutual funds conjointly 

increase.  

Depending on your risk appetence, you'll invest during a style of mutual funds 

giving totally different combos - equity and debt, mixture of industries, mixture 

of sectors, and blend of corporations then on. you'll take a snug possibility. In 

fact, this can be the proper time to select some smart mutual funds. Mutual  

funds supply the systematic investment set up possibility. The fund business 

offers a structured route for such systematic investments through  

Systematic Investment PlansSIPs, as they're popularly said
10

. It (SIP) is a 

perfect approach for retail investors to profit from the facility of combination 

and make wealth within the future. So, you'll invest at regular intervals. This 

way, you'll even out the movements of the markets. the proper time to buy 

mutual funds is once the markets area unit down, instead of once the markets 

                                                           
10

 http://14.139.206.50:8080/jspui/bitstream/1/4342/1/Mutual%20funds%20in%20India.pdf 
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area unit peaking. because the NAVs of the units area
11

 unit lower, {the 

number|the quantity|the quantity} of units you get are far more for constant 

amount. Mutual funds accumulate the savings of little investors and use their 

analysts' data to take a position in numerous securities.  

 Criticism of Mutual Funds  

Critics of the fund business argue that fund expenses area unit too high. They 

believe that the marketplace for mutual funds isn't competitive which there area 

unit several hidden fees, so it's troublesome for investors to cut back the fees 

that they pay. 
12

They argue that the foremost effective approach for investors to 

boost the returns they earn from mutual funds is to take a position in funds with 

low expense ratios. eleven in spite of however they perform, most mutual funds 

still generate fees for the fund corporations that run them and for the investment 

advisers who sell them. There‟s smart price within the fund business, however 

there‟s conjointly pricing. 

6. Conclusion  

Even though funds area unit being extremely popular the challenges that the 

mutual fund business had to face area unit low client awareness and monetary 

literary cause that act because the biggest challenge to channelize the social unit 

savings into mutual funds. additional the fund homes have show restricted target 

increasing retail penetration and building retail foreign terrorist organization. 

Most AMCs usually target the highest twenty 
13

cities that's manifested in 

restricted distribution channels and investors mating. additional multiple 

restrictive frameworks governs totally different verticals at intervals the 

monetary service sector, like totally different policies bearing on the pan card 

needs, mode of payment, funds management by insurance corporations and 

commission structures, among others. Factors that area unit impediment to the 

fund investment area unit the supply of the massive range of fund schemes that 

produces investment call complicated and troublesome, sophisticated KYC 

norms that restricts potential investors and quality of recommendation provided. 

there's a the impotency for cooperative efforts across all key stakeholders to 

harness the longer term growth potential and reach dead set the purchasers.  

The key lies in strengthening distribution networks and enhancing levels of 

capitalist education to extend presence in rural areas. In terms of chance, the 

infrastructure debt market has become terribly enticing, luring investors to take 

a position during this house. Also, it's essential for the business at this time to 

assess and capitalise the worth that pension merchandise wake the expansion of 

the fund business. Lastly, it should maybe be helpful if the fund business 

emulated some best practices from different industries and sectors to transition 
                                                           
11

 https://ciel.co.in/uploads/mutual%20funds%20-%20001-151.pdf 
12

 https://www.sbimf.com/en-us/investment-solutions 
13

 https://study.com/academy/lesson/what-is-a-mutual-fund-definition-types-advantages-
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to subsequent level of growth. The placement of s.394 demerger and 

acquisition. 
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